
ATMO 102 
Pacific 

Climates 
and Cultures

Lecture 1: Course Introduction and Fun Info



Course Information
• Instructor: Associate Professor Jennifer Griswold

• Email: smalljen@hawaii.edu
• Phone: 808-956-3636 (office), 831-239-6529 (cell for emergencies)

• Class Website: http://jenniferdsmallphd.com/ATMO_102.html

• Syllabus: On Class Website!

• Lecture Notes: On Class Website

• Readings: ALL PDFs On Class Website! NO BOOK REQUIRED!

• Assignments and Final Project: All posted on Class Website!



Course Website
• Your MOST important 

Resource

• All announcements, 
updates, study guides, 
changes to reading 
assignments will be 
found on the website. 

• There are separate tabs
for different parts:

• Readings
• Lectures
• Assignments
• Final Project



Reading Assignments

• Readings are assigned for each 
Class from both a “Weather” 
and “Culture” perspective:

• Some are long
• Some are short
• Read them BEFORE Class

• All are in PDF format 
• https://get.adobe.com/reader/



Lectures

• Lectures will be posted 
online in PPTX and PDF 
format.

• I cannot guarantee they 
will be up prior to class.

• They may be updated at 
any time.

• They are NOT a 
replacement for 
attending class



Assignments
• You will be researching a particular 

Country/Island in the Pacific throughout 
the semester.

• 15 Sets of Discussion Questions
• Questions on the readings for each week.
• Will need to turn in typed in answers.

• Four Assignments
• Geography and Climate 
• Population and Economy
• Agriculture and Tourism
• Severe Weather and Risks

• Will become part of your final project.



Final Project
• You will be researching a particular 

Country/Island in the Pacific 
throughout the semester.

• Four Assignments
• Geography and Climate 
• Population and Economy
• Agriculture and Tourism
• Severe Weather and Risks

• You will then combine information 
from these 4 assignment with other 
information that you choose to 
research related to your country



Course Weather Topics
• Air Temperature
• Humidity and Clouds
• Precipitation Processes
• Pressure and Wind
• Global and Local Winds
• Ocean Currents and Waves
• Sea Surface Temperature
• Storm Systems, Hurricanes, and Typhoons
• Thunderstorms and Tornadoes
• Air Pollution
• Atmospheric Optics (Rainbows & Mirages)
• Climate Change

http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/noaa-n/climate/climate_weather.html

http://www.taylormarsh.com/2013/11/super-typhoon-haiyan-seen-space/

Mean Global Air Temperatures

Super Typhoon Haiyan hitting Philippines 



Course Culture Topics
• Clothing and Fabric Choices
• Natural Environment in Folktales
• Weather Themes in Hula and Tahitian Dance
• Weather Themes in Poetry and Chants
• Local Wind Names and Origins
• Ocean Navigation
• Severe Weather in Folktales
• Current impacts of Hurricanes & Typhoons
• Air Quality – Volcanic, Fires, Nuclear Tests
• Rainbows and their meaning
• Island Agriculture
• Sea-Level Rise Impacts

http://weather.hawaii.edu/vmap/

Halemau’mau’ Crater Emissions & Rainbow

http://www.polynesian-art.com/photos-by-manuia-geek/tahiti-
events/tahiti-events-ori-i-tahiti-20141122/

Tahitian Dance at the ORI I TAHITI 2014



Weather vs. Climate 
• What’s the difference?
• What concepts do you associate with each?

Weather Climate
The current state of the atmosphere at a 
moment in time in a particular place.

Example questions you’d ask related to weather:

- How hot is it outside? 
- Will it rain today?
- Is it windy outside?
- Will it be sunny or cloudy?

The average weather in a place over many 
years. While the weather can change in just a 
few hours, climate takes hundreds, thousands, 
even millions of years to change.

Example questions you’d ask related to climate:

- How hot are summers in Honolulu?
- Does it rain often in December in CA?
- Do I need air conditioning or heaters in my 

new house or both?



How did Polynesian people 
understand/forecast the weather?

• What methods can you think of that help Polynesian peoples understand 
weather and climate?

Before the invention of modern weather instruments, Polynesians (seafarers) relied on 
observations of nature to predict weather: 

the wind, sea state, clouds, appearance of celestial bodies, smells, and animal behavior 
contain clues to current and approaching weather. 

http://archive.hokulea.com/ike/hookele/weather_forecasting.html

Once regional and seasonal patterns were understood they cloud be included in oral 
history, stories, chants, and other methods to pass on the information to the next 
generation.



How do we observe and report weather today?

• What types of weather instruments can you name?

• How can we summarize all this info to make it easy to understand the 
current weather in a particular location? 

Today, weather station and buoy reports, National Weather Service 
forecasts, and satellite imagery are excellent sources of weather 

information.



Weather Variables
Weather Variable Unit How it’s Measured

Air Temperature C, F, K Thermometers

Dew Point Temperature C, F, K Thermometers

Precipitation Amount inches Rain Gauge or other Gauge

Precipitation Type Description Precipitation Discriminator

Humidity % Calculated

Cloud Cover % Ceilometers and by Eye

Wind Speed Knots or Anemometer

Wind Direction Degree or direction Wind Vane

Air Pressure Millibars (mb) Barometer

Visibility Miles Light Scattering Instruments

AWOS/ASOS
Automated Weather/Surface Observing System



Weather Map Symbols!



Test your Knowledge!

Example:
What is the temperature?
What is the dew point temperature?
What is the current pressure in mb?
Is the pressure increasing or decreasing? By how much?

What is the current weather?
Has there been any precipitation?
What is the wind speed and direction?

26 C
24 C
1013.5 mb

decreasing by 0.1 mb
Rain

Yes, .10 in in the past 6 hrs
15 kts, NE



Earth as a System
• What are the main parts of the Earth?

• Geosphere
• Hydropshere
• Atmosphere
• Biosphere

• How can we think of each of these in the 
context of the Pacific Islands?

• Land is very limited, Often Volcanic
• The ocean and precipitation are the most 

important, rivers and streams not as much
• Wind and storms 
• Tropical plants and agriculture



Where on Earth 
are the Islands?

• The majority of the 
island are found in the 
tropics with warm 
ocean and air 
temperatures year 
round.

• 23.5°N to 23.5°S

• Affected by events 
such as El Niño (we’ll 
talk about this in detail 
later)

• Located in a region of 
increased sea level 
rise.



Discussion - Weather in the Pacific

• Which of the weather variables do you think would be most important to the 
Pacific Islands when they were first colonized (not by Europeans)? Why?

• What variables do you think are most important now in the present day? 
Why?


